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583 cc NSU PRINZ competed in the 1960 Armstrong 500
at Phillip Island… 1st, 2nd, and 3rd in class A

Sports Car performance from a mighty midget …. See P 17-19
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Page 2 Vespa Pinups
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Some ‘nice’ items for your collections.
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Are we getting bigger or is the Messerschmitt getting smaller?
This is Steve Hern, of Lancashire
UK. A school project, home
made scale model Schmitt with
an electric motor.
Photo taken September 1996
At that time his father and he
ran the Heinkel Trojan spares
register and parts. Steve bears a
remarkable resemblance to our
own Messerschmitt enthusiast ..
…. Fred Diwell.
( it is just the cardigan !….ed )
****************************************************

Once upon a time a Zeta Runabout, but now a mere garden gnome.
One thing in its favour, being Fibreglass, it won’t rust away, but will it
rot away, or disappear into the garden? Seen in North Western Sydney.
********************************************************

When you are bored just think about a few things that don't
make sense, such as . . . ( part 1 of 2 )
1. If poison expires, is it more poisonous or is it no longer poisonous?
2. Which letter is silent in the word "Scent," the S or the C?
3. Do twins ever realize that at least one of them was unplanned?
4. Why is the letter W, in English, called double U? Shouldn't it be called double V
5. Maybe oxygen is slowly killing you and It just takes 75-100 years to fully work.
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These two Bond ads and info on next pages
reprinted with permission from the BTSCA
Newsletter, editor Lisa. Thank you…..jr
The Tourette was a microcar by Carr Bros
of Purley, London, England, 26 being built
between 1956 and 1958. It had a 3 wheeled
rounded body, available in either alloy on
an Ash frame, or in fibreglass. Powered by
a 2 stroke 197 cc Villiers engine with four
speed gearbox with optional Dyna-start reverse. Top speed was 55
mph ( 89 km/h ). Single rear wheel
mounted on a pivotel fork. Front
wheel movement was controlled
by hydraulically damped spring
units, final drive via chain. Single
bench seat provided accommodation
for two adults and a child with a
little luggage space behind the seat
Weight 230 kg fuel tank 2.25 imp
gallons. This ad gleaned from the
internet, and info from Wikipedia.
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About the Bond Minicar Mk C March 1955
(from ‘Plug Whiskers’ the magazine of the British Two Stroke Club of Australia.. Lisa Day )
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About the Bond Minicar Mk C March 1955
(from ‘Plug Whiskers’ the magazine of the British Two Stroke Club of Australia.. Lisa Day )

Footnote.. thought it to be quite informative, and probably reflects fairly accurately with
perhaps a little Poetic Licence … ed
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Spot the Stars on Scooters
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Spot the Stars on Scooters part 2
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Choice of three wheeled transport found in New Zealand.

********************************************************************

When you are bored just think about a few things that don't
make sense, such as . . . ( part 2 of 2)
6. Every time you clean something, you just make something else dirty.
7. The word "swims" upside-down is still "swims"
8. 100 years ago everyone owned a horse and only the rich had cars. Today everyone
has cars and only the rich own horses.
9. If you replace "W" with "T" in "What, Where and When", you get the answer to
each of them.
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Keith & Monica Wall
They are amongst the most senior and active of our members. Way back in
the very early days of our club, Keith was riding his Heinkel Tourist ( his work
transport) when he was spotted by Fred Diwell in his (also German) Messerschmitt
and invited to stop for a chat. This resulted in Keith joining up as one of our early
members, and he hasn’t looked back since. Much earlier than this, shortly after
buying his first Morgan (a 1948 4/4 model in 1957), Keith became one of the ten
foundation members of the Morgan Car Club. The club now boasts more than 200
members, and Keith is one of maybe three founding members still active in that
club, which last year celebrated their Diamond anniversary.
In 1963, Keith purchased a new Morgan plus 4 ( means it has 4 seats) and
for the past 56 years it has for the most part been his daily driver. Even now,
without any kind of restoration, he picks up the occasional event award. A couple of
years back the judges at King’s school All British Day Chose his Morgan as the car
they would most like to take home.
Keith and Monica were married
in 1966, and when the family started to
grow in 1972, an exotic 1964 Citroen
ID19 appeared on the scene, which
served the family well for a few years.
In 1986, the ID19 was traded in
on a 1978 FJ55 Landcruiser, which now
cohabits with the Morgan. They must be
good mates after all these years together.
A ‘popular’ problem with the
early Cruisers was rust, blamed on the
use of recycled steel, and after a number
of rust repairs, Keith decided the only
solution to rust in the roof was to
remove it and replace it with a tonneau
type cover , making it possibly the only
Convertible FJ55 in existence.
Around 2010,Monica got herself an
Apollo ( Toyota Camry ?) which is used
for much of the running around now,
allowing both the Morgan and Cruiser
to catch their breath, the Morgan mainly
doing club stuff and the Cruiser for
heavy lifting, such as transporting supper
to club meetings each month, which
Monica has been doing in excellent
fashion for many years.
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Keith & Monica Wall
Below is the trusty LandCruiser standing guard over Keith’s very rare and very
original 1959 Lloyd Alexander. It is Keith’s first and only Micro, and is seen at
probably more events than any other of our Micros. Back in 2004 Keith had the
choice of this or a 1957 sedan along with many spares for both. He chose the wagon.
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Keith & Monica Wall
On this and the next page you will see photos of some of Keith’s other
interests, being scooters and to a lesser extent stationary engines. The current
collection of scooters comprises firstly a 1954 4 speed Zundapp Bella, bought in
1978 and restored soon after, then came a 1955 3 speed Heinkel Tourist in 1986. The
next addition to the Scooter family was one of the last model made of the 4 speed
Heinkel Tourist, a 1966 model. There followed in 2000 a 1965 4 speed, again a
Heinkel Tourist, and to finish off, and change countries, a 3 speed Lambretta 125F.
All these scooters have been restored by Keith, in his spare time between helping
other club members with their repairs or restorations.
The 1955 Heinkel
was the one he was riding to
work when He and Fred met
up, resulting in the MCSC
club gaining one of its most
valuable and knowledgeable
members.
Amongst other things
Keith has had the positions
of Vehicle Inspector for club
or concessionally registered
vehicles, and the management
of the day book for same for
many years. The picture bottom
right is of ( red one at rear ) a 2hp
American Newway Teenager
horizontal aircooled single cylinder
petrol engine. This was built circa
1920 and originally bought by his
grandfather to pump water from a
well, subsequently used by his
father and then to keith who has
restored it about 30 years back.
The green machine in front
is an English Lister, used for driving
power generators in bush camps In
the Northern Territory. It was not
going when it came into Keith’s
hands, but with systematic diagnosis
and repair it is now something that
can be used. Also there is a Petters
flat twin used by the army in the 40’s and 50’s to run washing and other machines
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Keith & Monica Wall
Photos.. Page 14, 1963 Morgan and Lambretta125F Page 15 LandCruiser and Lloyd
Page 16 top photo red Zundapp, Cream 65 Heinkel, Green 1956 250 twin 2 stroke
Adler which Keith bought new and 63 years later looks great and runs well. Bottom
photo, Red American Newway, and Green Lister. This page top is a 1966 Heinkel,
and bottom is cream Heinkel outfit ( sidecar a bit hidden )
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From the Web…...Jim's Kersting’s Velorex and Czetta/Cezeta
Found at Kersting's Cycle Center and World of Motorcycles Museum nth Judson
Indiana
One of the most unusual vehicles in Kersting's collection is a Velorex three-wheeled
cyclecar, still seen in frequent use in Czechoslovakia as late as the mid-1970s.
Durable, cheap, and simple, it has a
tubular steel body cage covered with
coated fabric. To my ( Jim Kersting’s )
knowledge, they were available only in
brown, as seen here.
Behind the two-person cabin is a Jawa
power train, complete with chain drive
and a motorcycle-type swinging arm rear
suspension. It looks like someone sawed
a Jawa in half and bolted a birdcage-type
body frame around it. Even the two front
wheels are spoked Jawa rims and brake
drums. One of the really simple and
clever aspects of the design is that the
operator finds reverse gear by shutting off
the two-stroke engine and restarting it
backward! Thus, technically, the machine has four speeds forward and four in
reverse. (I can almost envision inebriated Czech teenagers having backward drag
races with the family Velorex!) Velorex also manufactured motorcycle sidecars that
had a sturdy fiberglass body with good fit and finish. For more information on this
curious vehicle -- including a good photo of the naked cage frame -- check out Dutch
enthusiast Ronald Loman's Velorex home page (if you can find it, I could not. jr)
Czetta scooter with matching
trailer (pictured right) also in the
museum. Its looks charmed the
world in the 50s and 60s with
over 120,000 501’s being sold,
despite costing twice as much as
a Vespa! The Cezeta was known
as the communist Vespa, a rare
luxury product from a
communist country. Many of
these vintage scooters are still in
use today . The 506 electric
model was released in 2017.
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Piaggio ‘slide-on’Camper…...not sure how it would go up Mount
Ousley, or even the Blue Mountains. Looks great though, and would
probably travel around countries like Holland with ease. Found on the
‘web’

********************************************************************

January 2019, The National (Birdwood ) Motor Museum hosted 60
Vespa and Lambretta Scooters as part of their International Tour.
Scooters came not only from many parts of Australia, but also from
overseas, esp the UK. Some were decorated as they were in the 50’s
and 60’s as part of the Mod Culture at the time. ( lights and mirrors )
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NSU Prinz, a Grand Prix star, and the class winner at
the Armstrong 500 you have never heard of. (1 of 3 )
…...from an article by Mark Oastler from Shannons Club.

The above page heading was for this and the following 2
pages, in which I had put together selections from that named
article which appeared recently on the Shannons Club Website.
As with all articles taken from the internet or magazines,
papers etc, I send the finished product to the author for their
approval to include in the magazine. I had access to this article via
my membership of Shannons Club, and assumed that the club
would (as most authors do) be more than happy to expand their
audience and increase their presence in the motoring world, (even
though it is only a ‘micro’ increase), especially as there is no profit
to be gained for the MCSC from its appearance.
As I had never been refused permission to publish in the
many years that I have been magazine editor, it came as a shock,
and I now do not have time to research a replacement article, and
still meet my deadline.
Surprisingly, despite the article being under the lock and key
of Shannons Club, they have been more than happy for the
article’s link to appear here so that it can still be viewed by you the
reader in its entirety. Thank you Mark and Shannons.
https://www.shannons.com.au/club/news/nsu-prinz-gp-starsgerman-cars-and-the-armstrong-500-win-youve-never-heard-of/
or you can search ….
NSU racing Armstrong 500 …
and there it is.
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NSU Prinz, a Grand Prix star, and the class winner at
the Armstrong 500 you have never heard of. ( 2 of 3 )
…...from an article by Mark Oastler from Shannons Club.

Mark’s article focuses on the Class A battle at the Phillip
Island Armstrong 500 in 1960, where a dozen Micros mingled with
the big boys.
The largest was a Ford Customline, and the winner was a
Vauxall Cresta.
Competing in Class A were 3 NSU Prinz 30‘s, 4 Lloyd
Alexanders, 3 Renault 750’s, (750 is not really a Micro in today’s
parlance, but in 1960 the class was up to 750 cc), and a couple of
Fiat 600’s. From the result’s chart below you can see that the
NSU’s filled the first three places, a result that was probably
helped by them being air cooled, and having a suspension that
could handle the track as it slowly fell apart over the 8 gruelling
hours.
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NSU Prinz, a Grand Prix star, and the class winner at
the Armstrong 500 you have never heard of. (3 of 3)
…...from an article by Mark Oastler from Shannons Club.

Mark’s excellent article also has rare photos of a range of
cars competing in the race including the three Prinz’s ( A1, A2, and
A3 ). On this front cover you will see A1, the class A winner which
was driven by very well credentialed Lex Davison and Doug
Whiteford. This photo appeared in a motoring magazine in 1960,
and hence rather blurry by today’s photographic standards. But it
does show the track with its unkempt edges. Not sure where the
driver was, maybe gone for a tosca.
This same 1960 magazine did a test drive with A1, and were
very impressed with it, commenting that the only non standard
mechanical feature was a straight out exhaust system. The tester
said it made the Prinz exhaust note sound similar to a Super
Squalo Ferrari, and he found that the car’s performance reflected
the note. Although extremely tame by today’s standards the Prinz 0
to 50 mph in under 14 seconds was commendable. In racing trim
( the same as bought ‘off the shelf’ ) there is just a speedo, with
warning lights for oil pressure, generator, and high beam, and a
wind up clock in the glove box door
The 583cc, 36 b.h.p engine with a compression ratio of only
7.6 to 1 represents about 50% more power that would normally be
expected from an engine of this size. NSU engineers are
notoriously conservative and they claim that only minor
modifications will give 40 b.h.p. and 50 b.h.p. is easily obtained,
and is still well within the engine’s capabilities.
You will be disappointed if you do not read Mark’s article ! ed.
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Not a Micro at 850cc but with three wheels looks like one
( check these 1975 prices ! )

Look at the four features in the advert..

Free delivery anywhere ( to Australia ?)

Vans get a much better finance deal than sedans

2 Years guarantee ‘available’ ( how do you get it ? )

Buy your car from home…..did they have online then?
******************************************************
Is that policeman saying….
“ Follow that car, but
abandon the chase should
your speed reach 30 mph !”
This BSA ( Birmingham
Small Arms ) 3 wheeled
police car ruled the roads
in the early 1930’s
( from World Cars from the 30’s 20
to the 80’s

Sam Mac interviews Cathy Billiards at Parramatta park prior
to the Car Display including the Goggo Dart 60th celebrations.
These two photos
were taken from
the TV Sunrise
Channel 7 show
on Friday jan 25.
Following the
interview with
Sam (the weather
man), Cathy took
him for a joy ride
around the Parra
park display area.
It was obviously a
fun time for both
Sam, Cathy and the
TV audience.
***************
Next day saw..
Allen Wall, Cathy,
Martyn and Bob
Billiards, Don
Mould, Bill & Alvia
Buckle, and Fred Diwell display their
Goggomobil Darts
Coupe, Carryall,
Messerschmitt and
Heinkel scooter
while trying to escape
the heat ( Westfield
or the movies ). So it
was sort of an all German car display
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Darts Galore at Parramatta Park on Australia Day
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…..and he said “Keep heading north until you see the fork in the
road, and do a left !!

A very rare Micro, FSM’s SMYK B31. Examples of this and another SMF car, the
SMYK B30 believed to be seen in a car museum in Krakow, home country of Poland
Photo by Marc MacDougal
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‘Microcar and Scooter Club Inc’ No 987 6195.
ISSN 2206 8880 Web site, www.microcarandscooterclub.org
Correspondence C/o MCSC. Post Office Box 42, Berowra, NSW, 2081.
President:
Scooter President
Secretary:
Treasurer & M’ship
Magazine Editor:

John Renshaw, ph 02 9484 8666, <pop.nan@optusnet.com.au>
Andy Jackson, <ozlambretta@gmail.com> ph 0406 752 533
Douglas Kennedy, ph 02 9456 0341, <douglaskennedy@internode.on.net>
Allen Wall, 02 9708 0347 or 0417 267 173, <alscooters@bigpond.com>
John Renshaw, (proof reader Graham Sims )

Webmaster:

Andy Jackson …. see above

Magazine Support:
all MCSC members
Mag prodn/distn
John Renshaw & Allen Wall……. See above
Events registrar
: Niko Satria with a request for input from all members
Events facilitator:
Vic Fenech, Niko Satria, along with committee and member collaboration.
Research officer:
Douglas Kennedy, contact as above.
Spare parts adviser:
Fred Diwell, 02 4565 0219, e-mail microcarscooter@skymesh.com.au>
Club plate register
& inspector:
Keith Wall, and movement day book Ph 02 9790 3803 or 02 9708 0347
CMC delegates:
Allen Wall, Peter Luks, Vic Fenech, and Andy Jackson
Public officer:
Allen Wall.
The objectives of membership are for the preservation, restoration and promotion of Microcars and
Scooters, all kept to as original condition as practical. Monthly meetings take place at the Arena
Sports Club ( was the Greyhound Club), Boardman Ave, Yagoona, on the third Friday of each month
starting at 8.00 p.m. We hold rallies and social events on a regular basis for members and associate
with similar clubs here and overseas. Localised personal information and advice can be acquired from
our state delegates or web site:








Victoria: Paul Lucas at Mornington, 03 5975 7203.
Queensland: Terry White at Kelvin Grove 07 3356 5828.
Tasmania: John Barrass at Newstead 03 6333 0544.
Western Australia Zig Pasnicki 08 9397 6315.
South Australia: Ian Wilson at Clearview 08 8262 3033.
Queensland Ruth Farrar (BMW specialist) 0438 883 201.
Other independent associated registers and clubs that promote the same ideals are: British two stroke
club in Victoria, Goggomobil register in NSW, Microcar Club of New Zealand, Siva in Perth WA,
Velosolex Oz group in Vic, and Southwest Brisbane motoring club inc.
The club magazine is published four times a year around the beginning of March, June, September,
and December. Items for inclusion should be submitted to the editor by the 10th of the month prior to
publication; receiving information early gives us a better chance of getting the magazine out on time.
Rates for half or full page advertisements are available at very modest cost.
Membership joining and renewals can be made by direct debit to Bendigo Bank BSB 633000. East
Gosford, to MCSC Inc A/c 122802259. Make sure you put your name in the comments section so we
know who it’s from.
During compilation of this publication the MCSC editor believed all reports and information true and correct. However the editor
makes no representations, either expressed or implied as to the accuracy of information and data contained herein, and accepts no
liability for any use of the information and data or reliance placed upon it.
In other words if we got something wrong we are sorry and let us know. This particularly applies to phone numbers, dates,
technical details and name spelling. We do try our best! All rights reserved © 2019 MCSC.
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